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Dear Partners, 

 

Finding opportunities to share the gospel with others seems very 

challenging for most of us.  Our schedules are too full, we’re not sure if 
people are interested, and we don’t want to risk saying the wrong thing. 

Days can go into weeks and weeks could drift into years without many of 

us telling anyone about the hope of Christ.   

 

Fear, apathy, misconceptions, and other obstacles can often be 

overcome through simple, good experiences.  
 

This is why Fill the Feast week has become a favorite of so 

many of our students. For one week, we invite people to make room 
in their schedules to pair up with experienced gospel-sharers who 

can model starting conversations with others about their spiritual 
backgrounds.  

 

Last week was that 
week and I’m not sure if we are 

more excited that many people 

heard the gospel on campus in 
intentional, yet friendly ways, or 

that so many of our students got 

to experience it.  
 

A number of staff and 
students sent messages about the 

good conversations they had. I 

posted a few examples here. 
 

A few days like this on campus can translate into a lifetime of 

individuals open to sharing with those around them.  

 

It was wonderful hearing how 

people responded to Christ last 

week. How much more to think 

about the many who will be 
“blessed to eat at the feast in the 

kingdom of God” [see Luke 14:15] as 
believers keep witnessing for Christ 

in the years to come. 
 

 

 
 

Southern Wisconsin Cru 

Two Cru students  in one of those 

thoughtful conversations last week. 

 

 



As ministry is expanding on more campuses
and everyday costs of life is increasing, the
Southern Wisconsin Cru budget needs help.

This ministry is only possible because of the
ongoing support of friends like you. 

Would you consider offering a generous
year-end gift toward this critical outreach to
help sustain us as we enter the new year?

Use the enclosed envelope or visit
WisconsinCru.com on
or anytime before the end of the year to
make a 2023 financial Investment.

Checks should be made out to Cru.

You may want to also consider if this is the
right time to offer an appreciated asset or
other non-cash gift.

Call us at 608.238-7700 with any questions.


